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What started off as an idea from Swiss watchmaker Swatch eventually evolved into the
successful launch of the smart brand, now an integral part of the Mercedes-Benz family
and -- in its first ten years -- achieving sales of more than three quarters of a million
cars around the world. It hasn’t all been plain sailing for smart, though. Well-publicized
financial woes, the launch of at least one inappropriate model range and the
subsequent rationalization of the entire product line-up meant plenty of problems along
the way. But throughout it all, fans of the smart concept have remained loyal to the
brand and sales of the fortwo city car continued to prosper. These days, the future
looks rosier. An all-new for two model range was launched in 2007, along with the
announcement of the long-awaited debut of the smart brand into the American market
for 2008. The latest model is more sophisticated and more in tune with today's buyers
tastes, while losing none of the inventiveness, practicality and sheer chic appeal of its
predecessors. In "The Little Book of Smart," author and smart fanatic Paul Jackson
guides us through the entire history of the brand, its highs and lows, its successes and
failures, and on to today -- with the very latest for two line-up promising major sales
worldwide and, of course, helping to pave the way for a future for smart in the USA. It’s
a fascinating tale, told succinctly and in an entertaining style, and complemented by full
color photography throughout.
BSA Bantam is the most numerous and popular small classic British bike on the
market. 100 photos illustrate this practical, straightforward guide to buying a
secondhand BSA Bantam.
This book is the biography of Cliff Allison who started motor racing over fifty years ago
with a little Cooper 500. Very much a countryman at heart Allison was not one of the
party-going racing drivers but a driver with a huge ambition to race in Formula 1. With
100 photos, full history and complete race results this is a fascinating piece of motor
sport history.
Buying a classic car is an expensive business and mistakes can prove costly financially
and in time, effort and stress. Wouldn't it be great if you could take an expert with you?
With the aid of this book's step-by-step guidance from a marque specialist, you can!
You'll discover all you need to know about the car you want to buy. The unique points
system will help you to place the car's value in relation to condition, while extensive
photographs illustrate the problems to look out for. This is an important investment don't buy a Mini without this book's help.
Presents sixty four pictures from the popular Up N Smoke Engine Project. Also tells the
story of the project and the years it took to bring it from an inspired idea to a tangible
reality.
Here is a fact and picture-packed book dedicated solely to the Giulia GT in all its forms
including the fabulous lightweight GTA racer. Now an updated, large format third edition
which includes over 100 new images and which is limited to 1500 copies.
This unique book will help you work through the long list of XJ variants to choose the
one that best suits your budget and intended use. Full of practical first-hand tips and
pictures to guide even a novice through all the stages of becoming a Jaguar or Daimler
saloon owner. Packed with 100 new detail pictures, and with a unique points system to
assess the condition of potential purchases, this book is a must for any potential XJ6
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owner.
At last. A practical handbook on how to choose and operate datalogging equipment and
get the full benefit from what it tells you. Aimed at the amateur competitor, it covers
hardware and software and takes over where the manufacturers instructions run out. It
shows how to understand what the data is telling you and how to use it to go faster. It
covers standard information screens and shows you how to create your own charts and
tables that will illuminate the performance of both the car, the driver and the team. On
the way, it deals with systems management issues, how to get the quick and easy
payoffs, and how to benefit in the long term. It explains how sensors work, how to fit
them so they survive and to calibrate them. The final chapter is a Field Guide designed
to help you run the system, trouble-shoot hardware and software problems and quickly
interpret the output of the graphs under pressure during an event.
Motor sports.
The two volumes of this Volkswagen Official Factory Repair Manual present the service and
repair information for Volkswagen EuroVan, EuroVan MultiVan (including Weekender), and
EuroVan CV Camper (commonly known as the Westfalia camper) models sold in the USA and
Canada. Engines covered: * 2.8 Liter VR6 gasoline (engine code AES) * 2.5 Liter 5-cylinder
gasoline (engine code AAF, ACU) * 2.4 Liter diesel (engine code AAB) Transmissions covered:
* 02B and 02G 5-speed manual transmissions * 098 and 01P 4-speed automatic transmissions
A small investment in this book could save you a fortune. With the aid of this book's step-bystep expert guidance, you will discover all you need to know about the car you want to buy.
The unique point system will help you to place the car's value in relation to condition.
The only book on the Lamborghini Miura published in the past 26 years – and enthusiasts
agree it is long overdue. Written by a world-renowned authority on the subject, and featuring
among other things a never-before-published factory chassis production register, technical
illustrations, studio supplied images and exclusive interviews with the cars designers, this is
essential reading for any Lamborghini fan.
Automakers are as prone to turn out clunkers as politicians are to lie. Their cars may be ugly,
misconceived, badly built, diabolical to drive, ridiculously thirsty, or just plain unreliable. So
which were the worst of the past 20 years?
Consumer guides & advice.
Covers all aspects of modifying the MG Midget and Austin Healey Sprite for high performance.
Includes engine/driveline, suspension, brakes, and much more. with 400 mainly colour photos
and exclusive tuning advice, this is a MUST for any Sprite or Midget owner.
Available again after a long absence! Always big on character and charm, Fiat’s little cars
played an important international roll in providing affordable and practical private transport for
millions who had previously thought their dream impossible. With particular emphasis on the
now classic 600 and Nuova 500 cars, this book tells the full story of these ‘baby’ Fiats. Built,
and exported to, many countries outside of the marque’s native Italy, over 6.5 million
Topolinos, 600s and Nuova 500s were sold, and an amazing number survive to this today.
Also covered are the wonderful models built on these cars’ tiny chassis by Italy’s leading
coachbuilders, and the motorsport success achieved by the Abarth versions of the little cars
that everybody loves.
After 20 years of glorious ‘failure’, the best-loved team in Formula One is consigned to the
history books, and it deserves one of its own. Minardi had a successful time in Formula Two
until the tiny Italian outfit was ready to hit the big time in 1985. It somehow survived in F1’s
shark-infested waters as bigger teams (Lotus, Arrows, Tyrrell) were dragged under. They have
a truly international fan-base and are the ‘second team’ of most F1 devotees. Minardi is held
in such affection as everyone loves the plucky underdog – Minardi’s annual budget would
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have lasted one month at the other Italian team up the road. Yet, from its plant in Faenza near
Bologna, Minardi has produced cars that qualify, sometimes score points and often lead the
way in their technology. Gian Carlo Minardi also developed a reputation as a fabulous talentspotter – Fisichella, Trulli, Webber and the youngest ever World Champion Alonso all started
their F1 careers with Minardi. For the last five years, Minardi was owned by controversial
Australian tycoon Paul Stoddart. Cast as David against the Goliath of F1’s governing body,
Stoddart constantly hit the headlines as he tried to get a more equal share of the sport’s
billions. Ultimately, he failed and Red Bull has now bought the team. Despite a petition of
15,000 names, the Minardi name has vanished from the F1 grid and true motorheads miss it.
This is the one and only inside account, with exclusive, comprehensive interviews with bosses,
drivers and engineers. 140 unique photos complete this revalationary tale.
A guide to body and chassis restoration offers advice on all aspects of restoration for metalbodied cars, including patching panels, removing dents, and protecting against rust.
BMW's GS series is one of the world's milestone motorcycles and has been in production for
over 25 years. It pioneered the 'adventure sport' category and in many ways, it's the Range
Rover of motorcycling.
A practical and highly-illustrated hands-on guide, taking you step-by-step through examination
and purchase of Jaguar's highly-developed flagship saloon, which took the company from the
Leyland years into private ownership once more. Covering all engine and trim versions, here's
what to look for, what to avoid, and whether the car is likely to suit your needs, plus relative
values and the best places to buy. Also includes full details on back-up organisations and
literature.
This totally revised, updated and enlarged book is THE complete guide to building a fast MG
Midget or Austin-Healey Sprite for road or track. Daniel has been continuously developing his
own 'Spridget' for years, and really does know what works and what doesn't when it comes to
building a fast Midget or Sprite. Best of all, this book covers every aspect of the car, from the
tyre contact patch to the rollover bar, and from radiator back to exhaust tailpipe. This new
edition contains updated information for parts and suppliers, many new photos, and features
new material covering aerodynamics, including results from testing the effect of modifications
at the MIRA wind tunnel. With over 400 mainly colour photos and exclusive tuning advice, this
is a MUST for any Sprite or Midget owner.
Automotive technology.
Incredibly comprehensive, this book is the ultimate reference source to every aspect of these
machines, including 22 very detailed model profiles and delivery details of 113,000 individual
machines to 153 countries, color schemes and much, much more. It contains full international
history of the popular Triumph Tiger Cub & Triumph Terrier motorcycles, technical and design
specifications of engine and transmission components, lubrication, fuel and electrical systems.
Farm model collecting has become increasingly popular with people of all ages. Britains, a
leading manufacturer, have a long and distinctive history of producing these models. This book
is the first comprehensive fully illustrated guide for those interested in collecting them. The
book describes all the baler and combine models produced by Britains since they were first
added to its farm model range 40 years ago, and also provides details of their development. As
well as standard models, this includes details and photographs of prototype and rare models.
The history is complemented by a catalog describing the main features, differences, issue
dates and codes of each model produced. Each is illustrated with six color photographs
showing the model from different angles and the issue packaging.
Covers the continued development of short oval motor racing in the UK. At the top level of the
sport, cars became more sophisticated and expensive, which led to the introduction of new
classes to cater to drivers who no longer had the budget to compete at this level. Promoters
continued to work with each other and there was a regular interchange of drivers across the
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country – not only at major championship events but also in one-off team meetings. Over
ninety never-before-published photos and championship listings complement the evocative
text. Complete with 100 nostalgic pictures from racing throughout the decade, and a
comprehensive listing of major championship dates, venues and winners.
How to get the best from sportscars/kit cars with wishbone front suspension, coil springs and
telescopic shocks. Includes ‘chassis' integrity, geometry, ride height, camber, castor, kpi,
springs, shockers, testing & adjustment.
The step-by-step guide to planning and restoring your car in the most cost-effective way.
Includes body, trim and mechanical restoration, left- to right-hand drive conversion, clubs,
specialists and suppliers, welding and restoration techniques, and advice on what work to subcontract.
Demand for Bay window buses is booming with rocketing prices to match. This is the first and
only book to address the needs of owners looking to save a Bay bus. The book is packed with
clear color photographs showing step by step real life restoration.
Year-by-year evolution of the BSA Bantam, a simple commuter bike that thousands learnt to
ride on. It became the standard GPO 'telegram bike' in the 1950s and was a huge success,
with 100,000 built in the first four years of production. It's a story with interesting asides, like
the Hummer, Harley-Davidson's version of the DKW that inspired the Bantam, and survived
into the 1960s. But it's a sad story too – BSA failed to follow up the Bantam's early success by
developing it, and by the mid-1960s it was looking outdated, especially next to the new breed
of four-stroke Hondas. That the Bantam was allowed to fizzle out in 1971 symbolised the state
of the industry that produced it, but today there's a thriving community of Bantam owner/riders.
The book ends with a guide to buying a secondhand Bantam, along with useful appendices on
specifications, engine/frame numbers, and contacts among the clubs and Bantam specialists.
Every Bantam owner, or would be owner, needs this book - the Bantam Bible!
The fascinating story of Porsche's top class racing exploits, and the German-built machines
that often dominated the competition world. This book is the definitive record of Porche's racing
cars and racing history between 1953 and 1975. Included are 300 excellent photos.
Nigel Bennett’s unique autobiography describes his life and career, from growing-up
influenced by car design, to his education and the building of his 750 specials. He describes
his work as Firestone Development Manager, recounting many tales of the outstanding
designers and drivers of the period. Detailing his work in Formula 1, as a Team Lotus
engineer, and then as Team Ensign designer, he also covers his Indycar designs at Theodore,
Lola Cars and Penske Cars. Life after his retirement, his involvement in boat design and with
modern F1 teams, are also recounted.
The history of Dinky Toys, Corgi Toys and other makers of diecast metal cars has been
covered in great detail in many books and magazine articles; by contrast, information on plastic
toy cars is much harder to come by. Yet collectors are taking an increasing interest in plastic
cars, particularly as the rise in the value of early diecast and tinplate models has put many of
these out of reach of the average enthusiast. For the first time, this book aims to provide a
systematic introduction to the vast number of plastic cars made during the 1950s and 1960s.
Years of research have enabled the author to uncover many fascinating facts about the
companies who made these toys. Some were major players in the toy industry, like Tri-ang and
Brimtoy in the UK, Norev and Minialuxe in France, Gama and Siku in Germany and Ingap in
Italy. Many others, though, were more obscure, and some only modeled one car before
disappearing without trace. More than 250 photographs of these toys are included, with the
emphasis being on the most colorful and realistic examples, all of them based on real vehicles
of the period. In many cases, the toy is pictured alongside its original box, the presence of
which can often double the value of the item to a collector. Readers will also find a handy
glossary listing the names of many of the companies who were active in this field in the 1950s
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and 1960s, together with some evocative period advertisements and catalogue illustrations. If
you thought that a model car had to be made of diecast metal to be worth collecting, this book
might change your mind . . . With 250 color photos, extensive appendices and identification
aids this is a must have for any collector or dealer.
Motor Racing at Nassau is a collection of images that complements the descriptive account of
the Bahamas Speed Weeks. It conveys in pictures the roller-coaster story of the eclectic mix of
people and their cars that came to Nassau to enjoy each other's company at the end of the
motor racing season in America. From its stuttering start in 1954, though its halcyon days in
the late 1950s, to its demise in 1966, top drivers from America and Europe came to compete in
the races.
Millions of cars were equipped with SU carburetors. This book is for those people who wish to
tune SU carburetors themselves, irrespective of how many carburetors there are on the engine
or what type of engine it is you are dealing with.
"Amazing self-build techniques for builders of supercars, kit-cars, racing cars, hot-rods and
custom cars. Includes glassfibre moulding techniques, vacuum-forming polycarbonates,
creating interior trim, adapting standard mass-production components and much, much
more."--t.p.
Describes the basics of automotive engineering to help master the techniques of drawing and
painting a variety of automobiles.
The interest and fascination these novel vehicles generate have made tiny cars and trucks
significant collectibles over the past decade, and yet information on micro trucks has been
almost non-existent. Old brochures printed by numerous micro car builders depict various truck
versions: in the case of Iso, everything from hook (crane) and ladder to vans to pickups were
featured, but few, if any, examples were thought to have been built beyond the prototype
stage. Full colour photography, text and specs describe virtually unknown production micro
trucks. Featured are rare Iso utility vehicles and Topolino Fiat vans, as well as more common
production micro trucks from Autobianchi, Moto Guzzi, Vespa Ape, New Map Solyto and
Diahatsu. 98 colour photos show many rare and extraordinary micro trucks.
The book focuses on how and why Woodies were first used in the UK and then takes an indepth look at the how the concept evolved from being a sporting vehicle into a utility vehicle –
in essence the original SUV. The book also looks at why some vehicles were built as Woodies
from new, while others were re-bodied as Woodies in later life. It also looks at the companies,
both large and small, which built Woodies and the reasons why demand peaked in the
immediate post-war years and then faded away.
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